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05:11 
Well, welcome back, everyone. This hearing is now resumed. And hopefully we'll have a chance to 
stretch your legs. 
 
05:22 
Just before we we had the adjournment we were discussing the protective provisions. I think that we've 
completed that discussion. But before we move on, can I just check? Does anyone else have any 
points? They'd like to raise a round the requirements? 
 
05:44 
Not okay. Well, then I can see the case you've brought the agenda backup that's very useful. Can I ask 
if someone could scroll down a little bit so that we can all see? I don't know. It's just my screen. Sorry. I 
can see that you. You've already done that. So moving on to protected provisions. Miss Coleman, 
thank you for the update on the protective provisions that were submitted a deadline to. And I don't 
think we need to go through all of that at this stage. But perhaps just an update on any developments 
that have occurred since the deadline to update will be useful. 
 
06:19 
Thank you, sir. In relation to the protected versions with UK pn, we've had where there's one 
outstanding point with them on the protective provisions. So we've recently had a response back that 
we're just considering. So those are on track to be to be agreed. Fairly soon, I would expect with 
National Grid. We've recently had comments back from national grid on the 21st of September, which 
we're considering. The Environment Agency has provided for the comments to us on the protective 
provisions on the 23rd of September, which we're currently considering. And those particular revisions 
are also quite close to being integrated form. Network. Well, we've had various exchanges of 
correspondence in relation to the draft protective provisions most recently on the 14th of September. 
And those are, I can confirm those progressing well. I've previously confirmed agreement on the Essex 
County Council protective provisions. When we had the call with Essex yesterday, there were a few 
minor points around some of the timeframes in those protective provisions and some of the some minor 
details in the definition. So whilst they remain agreed, in principle, there are just a couple of points that 
we're going to look at, resulting from that call yesterday. And there's no update in terms of the Essex 
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and Suffolk waterworks, we've provided those on the second of September, and the responses are 
weighted on those. So we will be following that up. Thank you 
 
07:45 
very much. That's useful. Does anyone else wish to comment on the protective provisions at this point? 
No, moving on then to Item four, this is really an opportunity for those interested parties present to 
comment on any other aspects of the draft development, consent order, or raise any other matters 
around it. And so does anyone have anything they'd like to raise that hasn't already been discussed 
today? 
 
08:18 
Not seeing any hands going up and no one's appearing on the screen. So I'll take the silence to me No. 
Which means we can move on to item number five other matters. I have one thing here is common. I 
see the counsellor as raised the matter of section 106 obligations in their local impact reports. I 
understand that discussions are currently taking place on this point, and I just wondered how that's 
going. First, that was to miss Coleman. 
 
08:59 
Sorry, thank you, sir. Yes, we've provided a draft. What is its agreement to the council's I'm just going to 
ask Mr. Vince from EDF just to provide an update because she's a bit closer to those discussions at the 
moment. 
 
09:13 
Okay, thank you Kent events chief Planning Officer for EDF Energy. So as Alexi said, we have shared 
a sorry, can you hear me? Okay. I can't hear you. Perfect. Sorry. As Alexis said, we have shared a draft 
and we've had one discussion with the local authorities. Having spoken to them yesterday. I understand 
that they've got a series of meetings both this week and next week internally, and then we are likely to 
reconvene week commencing the 10th of October to take those discussions forward. So at this stage, 
we're confident that a section one six will be signed and sealed and submitted into the examination by 
the last deadline. 
 
09:53 
Thank you and what is the applicants intention to submit a draft it clearly to draft into the examination at 
any point, or will it just be the final one that I see at the end? 
 
10:04 
We would be happy to submit a draft perhaps around deadline five, if that would be helpful to you. 
 
10:12 
That would be useful, because then I could get advanced sight of it. So I'm aware of what's coming, 
that 
 
10:16 
would be great. 
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10:20 
If when I get that I could also have details of any outstanding matters on the draft where discussions 
are current, which parts are agreed on which parts aren't, and a document setting out the justification or 
the policy basis for the obligations as well. Lovely, thank you. Thank you very much. Does anyone else 
have any matches they'd like to raise under item five? 
 
10:48 
No, but I think that brings us to the end of the agenda. Thank you all very much. If you've spoken today, 
please can I ask that you provide a written version of your submissions by deadline three, which is 
Thursday, the sixth of October, a recording of the hearing, as I mentioned, has been taken and it will be 
published on the national infrastructure website and on the longfield project page as soon as possible 
after the hearing. And so I just finally like to thank you all for your participation today. For those of you 
attending the compulsory acquisition hearing tomorrow, the arrangements conference will start at 930. 
And the hearing itself is scheduled to start at 10 o'clock. I think that's the same for all of the hearings 
that have been held this week. All it really remains for me to wish you all Oh, Mr. swash I can see 
you've got your hand up that before I've finished and close. 
 
11:41 
So are they are there going to be separate 
 
11:45 
links to the sessions on the on the next few days. I I understand that the links were posted on the 
banner of the project page. And so my understanding is that they will be updated as we go along. I 
think it might be the same link to each of the hearings. But to stand they will be accessible Simon, for 
us to 
 
12:06 
Redlands, we will send joining instructions for the other hearings shortly in advance 
 
12:13 
of them very much. Thank you. And I think that it's the live stream. Let's let's try the banner. 
 
12:20 
Yes, the link should be the same the whole way along. And that is why the banner, 
 
12:25 
thank you very much. Mr. Schwartz. Does that answer your query? Okay, thank you. Mrs. Evans. Do 
you have any idea when the session on Friday might finish? Well, I don't unfortunately missed out on 
because that will, in part depend on how many people turn up on wish to speak. I would hope that we 
wouldn't run too long past lunchtime. Okay. But we do have quite a large number of interested parties 
in this examination. And so it will, to some extent depend on how many wish to speak at that time. I 
expect that we will be finished by four o'clock on Friday, if that's any any help. But if it looks as though 
anyone is running, it has other arrangements or things are running on then do please let me know if 
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you're coming along to Friday's hearing. And I will be able to arrange things so that I can bring certain 
speakers forward if that persists. All right. Thank you very much. Thank you. Does anyone else have 
anything else who'd like to raise before I formally close the hearing this morning? Not whether or not 
case I hope you all enjoy the rest of your day. And I look forward to receiving your continued 
contributions as we move forward in the examination. It is now 1159 and this hearing is closed. Thank 
you all very much. Goodbye. 
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